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ABSTRACT 
We study the unit ball in A3R 6. We give a test for distinguishing the types of mass 
decompositions, establish an algorithm for finding mass decompositions, and provide 
computational formulae for the mass norm. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Calibrated geometry recently has played an important role. It has revealed 
much about the behavior of solutions to Plateau's problem by providing rich 
families of area-minimizing surfaces. However, the whole theory is based on 
the understanding of the unit ball of a certain norm on the exterior algebra, 
called the comass norm. Our understanding of the unit comass ball has 
progressed only as far as the case of 3-covectors in R 6 or R r, the study of 
which reveals that the situation rapidly becomes complicated as the dimen- 
sions go up. 
The object of this paper is the understanding of the polar of the unit 
eomass ball of A3(Rs) *, called the unit mass ball in A3R 6. This paper is the 
first nonclassical case of the unit mass ball that has been studied and 
understood. 
The classification of calibrations in A3(R6) * implies that there is a dual 
classification for all three-vectors in R e into two types, namely those with 
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special Lagrangian mass decompositions and those with doubleton mass 
decompositions. In this paper, we give a test for distinguishing the two types 
and we use it to establish an algorithm for finding a mass decomposition of 
any 3-vector in R 6. For either type we provide formulae for computing the 
mass norm in ASR 6. In addition, we give a complete description of the 
boundary of the unit mass ball. 
Before giving a systematic description of the contents of this paper and 
the methods of proof we need to recall some definitions. 
DEFINITION. We view the Grassmannian G(k, R ") of oriented k-planes 
in R" as a submanifold of the unit sphere of the space of k-vectors in R ", 
AkR n (cf. Section 2.2). Multiples of k-planes are called simple k-vectors. In 
addition to the Euclidean norm, I I, in AkR" and the dual Euclidean norm in 
Ak(R") *, we shall use another pair of norms: the comass norm, II I1", defined 
for each ~b ~ Ak(R") *, by 
II~bll* = sup( < ¢, ~b>: ~ ~ G(k, R")), 
and the mass norm, I[ II, in AkR ", 
II~ll = inf( Y'~I~I:. ~r= ~]~j, ~j simple). 
J 
A face G(~b), where ~b is a nonzero k-form, is defined to be the maximum 
points of ~b on the Grassmannian. 
The principal source of interest in the faces of the Grassmannian is the 
fact that they provide a wealth of examples of interesting area-minimizing 
surfaces and contribute to the understanding of the singularities that occur. 
The key fact which relates the faces of G(k, R") to area-minimizing surfaces 
is the following theorem. 
THEOREM (Cf. [6, p. 57]). A k-dimensional submanifold with boundary 
of R" all of whose tangent planes lie in a common face of G(k, R") /s 
area-mmzm~zmg . 
The study of the unit unit mass ball K in A3R 6, K = {~:E A3R6 : I1~11 
1}, is a step in the process of finding patterns to classify the faces of G(k, R"). 
Moreover, an important feature of the mass norm is described by the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1 (Cf. Theorem 3.2.1). Let S be a k-dimensional submanifold 
with boundary of 11". All the tangent planes to S lie in a common face of the 
Grassmannian (and hence S is area-minimizing) if and only if the mass of the 
average of the tangent planes to S is one. 
To give a rigorous tatement of the main results of this paper we need a 
few more definitions. 
DEFINITION. The expression ~ = Y'7 ~J with ~, ~ :/: 0 is said to be a 
mass decomposition for ~ ~ AkI~ n if the ~'s are simple k-vectors in 11" and 
I1~11 = EjI~I. All the unit vectors ~/ l~[must  belong to a common face 
G(~b) of the Grassmannian. If G(~b) is a doubleton, then ~ is said to have a 
doubleton mass decomposition. If G(~b) is the so-called special Lagrangian 
face (cf. [1, p. 1233] or [13, p. 21]), ~ is said to have a special Lagrangian 
mass decomposition. 
The following theorem gives a test for distinguishing the 3-vectors in R 6 
which admit doubleton mass decomposition from those which have special 
Lagrangian mass decompositions. 
THEOREM 2 (Cf. Theorem 4.1.13). Let ~ be a nonsimple 3-vector in I I  6 
of the 
= ~0e1~3 +/&le156 A- ~2e426 -4-/~3e453 -4-/~4e456 
with Ix o >1 Ix 1 >i tz 2 ~> I~al, and let 
T ( tz )  = ttol~ 1~2 - ( tZotZl + IXo ~2 + Izl tz2)lz3 - 
tZo + I~1 + Ix2 -- iz3 " 
(a) I f  T(/z) < 0, then ~ has a doubleton mass decomposition. 
(b) I f  T(tz) >I 0, then ~ has a special Lagrangian mass decomposition. 
Notice that the above theorem is a complete characterization f the mass 
decompositions of three-vectors in R 6, because any ~ E A3R 8 is SO(6)-equiv- 
alent to a 3-vector in the above canonical form (cf. Theorem 4.1.3). 
The test of Theorem 2 enables us to establish a procedure for finding a 
mass decomposition of any three-vector in R 6 (cf. Theorem 4.3.1). 
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The second major result o f  this paper provides computational formulae 
for the mass of 3-vectors in II 6. 
THEOREM 3 (Cf. Theorem 4.2.5). Let ~ be a simple element of 3.3116 of 
the form 
= ~0e123 + /£1e156 + tz2e426 + /d,3e453 + /£4e456 
with tx o >1 txl >t lz 2 ~ 1~31. Let T(I~) be the test function in Theorem 2 
above. 
(a) I f  T(I~) <<. O, then the mass of ~ is 
i (~2 + ~0.,)(~2 +~)(~2 + ~)  1~2 
I I~I I  = - -  
4~o (~2 + ~0~, ~ ~3)~ 
+ 
2 2 r2 2 2 ) 1/2 1 ( .~,2 + /.to/~l)(. ~ + ~/ . ,~)( . .~,2 + p~o/.t3) 
4/z 0 (_~,2 + /z °/z 1/~9~/x3) 2 
where 
~:  +(~0~4 + v;4~o~1.2~3 + ~ ~,~), 
(b) I f  T(tx) >1 O, then the mass of ~ is 
II ~ II = V/( ~0 + 1£1 + J £2  - -  ]d'3) 2 "{" ~£2. 
The analysis of Theorem 2 leads to the following theorem which describes 
the boundary of the unit mass ball, aK, in A31A 6. 
THEOREM 4 (Cf. Theorem 4.4.3). The boundary of the unit mass ball, 
cgK, consists of two connected, relatively open regions and their common 
boundary. The first is the region consisting of all 3-vectors ~ ~ ~K (~ A3116 
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which admit doubleton mass decompositions. Its complement is the region 
consisting of all three-vectors ~ ~ OK A A3116 which admit special La- 
grangian mass decompositions together with the simple 3-vectors. The simple 
3-vectors all lie in the common boundary. 
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall definitions and 
facts about the exterior algebra and the Grassmannian. Also, we give a rapid 
introduction to the subject of calibrations. 
In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1 stated above about the characterization 
in terms of the mass norm of surfaces in R n which are calibrated by 
constant-coefficient calibrations (cf. Theorem 3.2.1). We also prove that the 
mass of any torus k-vector in R n is attained on some torus k-form (cf. 
Theorem 3.3.2). This is the dual statement of the torus lemma of Morgan. In 
addition, we prove that the mass of 2-vectors ~ in R n can be realized as the 
largest root of a certain polynomial whose coefficients involve only the 
Euclidean norm of ~, ~ A ~, etc. A canonical formula for the mass norm of 
2-vectors in R 5 follows as a corollary. 
The main results of this paper are contained in Section 4. The proposi- 
tions and lemmas of the first two sections are devoted to preparing the proof 
of Theorem 2 stated above (cf. Theorem 4.1.13). The idea of the proof can be 
described as follows. We first look for all 3-vectors ~ ~ A3R 6 as in the 
statement of Theorem 2, which can be written as a linear combination of two 
torus three-planes, that is, 
~- aeiae123 -{- a~ e-ia'e123" 
We shall see that any such decomposition is unique. Next, we prove that if 
is in the canonical form and has a doubleton mass decomposition, then its 
mass decomposition is unique and in terms of two torus 3-planes (cf. 
Proposition 4.1.8). 
Finally, we use the angle criterion (Lemma 4.1.11) to establish a neces- 
sary and sufficient condition on the coefficients /zj of ~ so that the planes 
ei~e123 and e-i  ~'e123 lie in the face of a common doubleton form. This covers 
all the 3-vectors which have doubleton mass decompositions, and conse- 
quently the 3-vectors which have special Lagrangian mass decompositions are 
characterized as well. 
Section 4.2 is devoted to establishing the computational formulae for the 
mass of 3-vectors in R 6. The formula for the mass of 3-vectors which have 
special Lagrangian mass decompositions is simpler, but it is harder to obtain. 
In fact, we had first to prove that there are exactly four one-parameter 
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families of torns special Lagrangian faces (Lemma 4.2.3), which follows from 
the fact that there are just four special Lagrangian torns 3-forms containing 
the plane el23 in their faces. The fact that the mass of any torns vector is 
attained on some toms form (Theorem 3.3.2) is then used to get the desired 
formula. 
The test of Theorem 3 above (cf. Theorem 4.1.13) enables us to establish 
a procedure for finding mass decompositions for special Lagrangian 3-vectors. 
The idea is to use the test to find out which multiple of an appropriate 
3-plane ~1 one has to subtract from the 3-vector ~ so that ~ - t~ 1 is at the 
boundary of the special Lagrangian face, and then use Proposition 4.1.5 to 
decompose ~-  t~l (cf. Theorem 4.3.1). In the last subsection we give a 
description of the boundary of the unit mass ball. To prove Theorem 4.4.3 we 
have only to work in the subspace F 5 of the 3-vectors in the canonical form, 
because any ~ ~ A3R 6 is equivalent to a 3-vector in F 5 under the action of 
the connected group SO(6). 
2. CALIBRATED GEOMETRIES 
In this section we summarize some basic facts about the exterior algebra 
and the Grassmannian that will be used freely throughout this paper. We also 
introduce two particularly important norms on the exterior algebra, AkR ~, 
and its dual, namely, the mass and comass norms. In addition, we introduce 
the useful notion of calibration. 
Most of the material of this section is taken either from Federer's treatise, 
Geometric Measure Theory [4], or Harvey and Lawson's foundational paper, 
"Calibrated geometries" [6]. 
2.1. The Exterior Algebra and the Grassmannian 
We define a simple k-vector ~ in R n as the wedge product of k vectors 
7/1 . . . . .  ~?k of R", and we write ~ = 711 /k  " '"  /~ "Ok" The wedge product 
operation, A, is multilinear and alternating. The space of k-vectors in R", 
( n )-dimensional linear space over the reals spanned denoted by AkR ", is the k
by {e~x /~ ... /~ eik: 1 <~ i 1 < iz < "" < i k <~ n}, where the set {e 1 . . . . .  e~} is 
an orthonormal basis for R". The algebraic dual of AkR" is denoted Ak(R") *. 
It coincides with the ( ~ )-dimensional linear space over R spanned by simple 
covectors of(R")*, that is, (AkRn) * = Ak(R") *. The set {e~ A ... A e* k : 1 ~< 
i 1 < i 2 < ... < i k ~< n} forms a basis for Ak(R") *, where {e~ . . . . .  e*} is an 
orthonormal basis for (R")* dual to the canonical basis {e 1 . . . . .  e n} of R ~. 
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The Grassmannian G(k, R ") is the set of all oriented k-planes in I! ~ 
through the origin. As a manifold, it is the symmetric space SO(n) /SO(k)  × 
SO(n - k). In the sequel, we shall think of G(k, R") as a submanifold of the 
unit sphere of AkR n, of dimension k(n - k). We simply identify an oriented 
k-plane P of R" with the k-vector o" 1 /~ " ' "  A Ok, where {or 1 . . . . .  o" k} is any 
oriented orthonormal basis for P. In other words, G(k, R") is just the set of 
all simple unit k-vectors of AkR ". 
2.2. Mass and Comass Norms 
We shall need two types of norms. In addition to the standard Euclidean 
norm on AkR" and the opertor norm on Ak(R") *, we shall use the mass and 
comass norms. The mass of a k-vector 5 in R", denoted II5 II, is defined to be 
II 5 II = inf I~jl: 5 = Y'~ 5j and 5j simple . 
j j=l  
(2.2.1) 
The comass of a k-form 4) in l~ n, denoted II4)11", is defined as 
114)11" = sup{< 5, 4)>: 5 ~ G(k,R~)}.  (2.2.2) 
THEOREM 2.2.1 (Cf. [15, p. 53]). The mass and the comass are dual 
norms in AkR" and Ak(R")*; i.e., 
114)11" = sup{< 5, 4)>: 5 ~ A kl~n and 11511 = 1}, (2.2.3) 
11511 = sup{< 5, 4)>: 4) ~ Ak(R") * and 114)11" = 1}. (2.2.4) 
REMARKS. 
(a) In all the above definitions, the suprema and infima are attained, 
because they are taken over compact sets. 
(b) From the definition (2.2.1) of the mass norm we infer that the set 
K = {5 ~ AkRn :11511 ~< 1}, the unit mass ball in AkR ", is the convex hull of 
the Grassmannian G(k, R"). 
(c) Using Fenchel's extension of Carath~odory's theorem (cf. [3, p. 35]), 
we can bound the natural number N in the definition (2.2.1) of the mass by 
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2.3. Calibrations 
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the subject of calibra- 
tions, and many mathematicians have made substantial contributions. Signifi- 
cant progress is still being made. The aim here is to state the fundamental 
theorem of calibrations. For a detailed exposition we refer to Harvey and 
Lawson's foundational paper, "Calibrated geometries" [6]. There are nice 
introductory surveys by R. Harvey [5] and F. Morgan [10]. 
THEOREM 2.3.1 (Cf. [6, p. 63]). Let M be a compact, oriented, k-dimen- 
sional immersed submanifold with boundary (or integral current) in 11", and 
all k-planes tangent o M lie in a common face G( q~) of G(k, 11n). Then M is 
area-minimizing, i.e., M has least area among all submanifolds N having the 
same boundary as M. 
For example, Wirtinger's inequality (cf. [4, p. 651]) implies that one face 
of G(~b) of G(2k,112") consists of all complex k-planes in 112,__ C". 
Therefore, compact portions of k-dimensional complex submanifolds are 
area-minimizing. The calibration ~b which exposes the face of complex planes 
is the appropriately normalized form: ~b = o~k/k!, where ~o is the famous 
K~ihler form. 
3. MASS NORM IN Ak11" 
In this section we start off by proving simple facts about the mass of 
k-vectors in R" which we need in the sequel. The main result of this section 
is Theorem 3.2.1. It gives a test, involving the mass norm, of where a 
k-dimensional surface in R ~ is calibrated by a constant-coefficient calibration. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to proving Theorem 3.3.2, a fact concerning the mass 
norm of k-vectors in the torns span, analogous to the torus lemma of Morgan. 
This theorem will be used in the study of the type of the mass decomposition 
of three-vectors in 116 . In the last subsection we prove that the mass of 
2-vectors in 11~ can be realized as the largest root of a certain polynomial 
whose coefficients involve only the Euclidean orms of ~, ~ A ~, ~ A ~ A ~, 
etc. A canonical formula for the mass norm of 2-vectors in 115 follows as a 
corollary. For completeness, a similar canonical formula for the comass of 
2-forms is included. 
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3.1. Definitions and General Facts 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. The expression ¢ = E~c=I~j is said to be a mass 
decomposition for a nonzero ~ ~ AkR" if the ~) are simple, nonzero k-vec- 
tors in R" and i[ ~ [1 = E;= 11 ~j]. 
FaCT 3.1.2. If  qb is a k-form of comass one on which the nonzero 
k-vector ~ attains its mass and ~ = E7=1 ~j is a mass decomposition for ~, 
then all the k-planes ~j/I ~j[ must belong to the face of qb, G( d~). 
Proof. Assume that (s r, ~b) = I1~11 for some ~b ~ Ak(R") * of comass 
one. Then 
E I jl = ileli-- <e,6> = iejl ej 
j=l  J [~j[, ~b 
j=l 
(3.1.1) 
which is equivalent to 
~J ,~b = 1, i.e., ~ ~G(~b),  for all j= l  . . . . .  N. 
FACT 3.1.3. The expression ~ = Z~= 1 ~j is a mass decomposition for ~ if 
and only if ~j/I ~1~ G( ~b ), for some calibration ~b. 
Proof. The necessity follows from Fact 3.1.2. Conversely, ff ~/Igjl 
G(~b) for some calibration ~b, then on one hand II ~ II < E~= 11 ~jl; on ~e other 
hand 
Elcjl, ,l 
Therefore, II ~: II = E~= 11 ~jl, as elaimed. 
j=l  j= 
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FACT 3.1.4 [2, Lemma 6.2]. For 1 <~ k <<, n, p >i 1, let dp be a calibra- 
tion in Ak(R") * and let ~1 . . . . .  ~p be k-vectors in Akli" satisfying II §11 = 
qb( ~). Then the mass of any nonnegative linear combination ~ = 
~7=lCj~ j (ej ~ O) satisfies I1~11 = ~(~) .  
Proof. First, we have q~(~) ~< )l ~#1"#1 ~ II = II ~ II. Also, it follows from the 
triangle inequality that 
II~ll < Ilel~,ll + "'" +llcp~p#l = ~(C l  ~:1) q" " ' "  q-~(ep~p) = ~(~). 
3.2. The Mass Norm and Area Minimization 
The following theorem describes a feature of the mass norm of intrinsic 
interest. It establishes a link between the mass norm and a special class of 
area-minimizing surfaces, namely, those which are calibrated by constant- 
coefficient calibrations. We shall state and prove the theorem for the general- 
ized surfaces of geometric measure theory, the integral currents. We shall use 
Federer's notation and refer to [4] for the general facts about integral 
currents. 
DEFINITION. A k-dimensional integral current S = IIsII A ~is said to be 
calibrated by the calibration ~b if for IISII-almost all x the tangent planes 
S'(x) to S lie in the face of the Grassmannian exposed by ~b. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let S be a k-dimensional integral current of R". Then 
S is calibrated by a constant-coefficient calibration (and hence S is area-mini- 
mizing) if and only if the mass of the average of the tangent planes to S is 
one, i.e., 
f  RY( x ) d" lx 
Area(S) 
=1.  
Proof. Denote r /= f~ ~ R° if(x) all ~1 x/Area(S). The fact that the mass 
of 7/ is one assures the existence of a k-form ~b ~ Ak(R") * of comass one 
such that <~7, ~b) = 1. Since the average r/attains its maximum on ~b, all the 
k-planes S(x) lie in G(~b); hence S is calibrated by ~b and is area-minimizing 
by Theorem 2.3.1. 
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Conversely, by the triangle inequality 
fl¢(x)llaltSqlx x.fdll lx 
Now, from the characterization (2.2.4) of the mass, 
where 4~ is the calibration of the hypothesis. But 
= f l .  allsql  = Area(S). 
Therefore, IIr/ll = 1, as claimed. 
3.3. The Dual Torus Lemma 
257 
--- Area(S). 
, iq})  c Ak(R2k) *. 
(a) Then as a function on the Grassmannian G(k,  R2k), q) has a maxi- 
mum point on the torus 
T = {ei°lel A ... A ei°~ek}. 
(b) Furthermore, i f  ck has only finitely many maxima in T, then all of  its 
maxima lie in T. 
k 
LEMMA 3.3.1 (Torus lemma; [cf. 12, Lemma 5]). Consider R zk --- C k 
with orthonormal basis el, ie I . . . . .  ek, ie k. Let q~ be a torus form, i.e., 
Now, let us recall and state a tool of wide application in calibrated 
geometry, namely the torus lemma. 
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A consequence of the torus lemma is the following theorem, which can be 
considered as a dual statement of Lemma 3.3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3.2. Let ~ be a toms k-vector in 11", i.e., 
2k 
~ T s =- ~ (A lspan{ej , ie j})  c AkR 2k. 
j= l  
Then the mass of  ~ is attained on some torus form, i.e., there exists some 4, 
in T~ such that 114,11" ~< 1 and I1~11 = <~, 4,>. 
Proof. Define M to be the number 
M = sup{(~, ~b): $ ~ Ts* and IIq, ll* ~ 1}. 
Since the set {$ E Ak(R2k)* : II011" ~ 1} ~ {0 ~ Zs* : II011" ~ 1}, 
II ~ II >/M.  (3.3.1) 
Now, choose a k-form 4, in R 2k of comass one such that I1~11 = (~,  4,). 
Writing 4, as a sum of 4,1 ~ Ts* and 4,2 ~ Ts* ± , we claim that the mass is 
also attained on the torus k-form 4,1. Indeed, it follows from the torus lemma 
that 114,11[* ~< 114,11, and since (~,  4,) = (~, 4,1), we have 
II ~ II ~< M. (3.3.2) 
Thus, (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) imply M = I1 ~ II, as desired. • 
3.4. The Mass of  2-Vectors in 1t n 
The main result of this subsection is Theorem 3.4.3. We need first to 
recall some facts. 
DEFINITION 3.4.1. I_~,t ~ be a nonzero 2-vector in II k. The expression 
E N = j=l ~j (~j ~ 0) is said to have a Ki~hler mass decomposition if ~j/I ~:jl 
lie in a face of a Kiihler 2-form (cf. Section 2.3). 
LEMMA 3.4.2. For all ~ ~ A2R ~ there exists a subspace R 2" c II ~ and 
an orthogonal complex structure J on II 2m ~ C m and a Kiihler form 
= eT A Jet  + ... +e~ ^ Je~ 
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such that 
4, (~)  = II $ II. 
Hence, every 2-vector ~ in R" admits a ICdhler mass decomposition. 
Moreover, if ~ is in the canonical form, that is, 
= ~12e12 + //,34e34 4- " "  "q-p~2m_l,2me2m_l,2m, ]~ij ~ O, 
then 
Ilnll = ~, j .  
i , j  
Proof. 
canonical form 
From basic linear algebra ny 2-vector ~ in R n can be put in the 
where M = [n/2], and {ej}j2=m 1 is an orthonormal basis for R 2" c R". 
Let R"~ iR"m C ' ,  ~a~d enote by ( , ) the standard Hermitian 
product on C; let era+ j = iej, j = 1 . . . . .  m. We claim that ~ attains its mass 
on the K~ihler form ~b tor tile complex structure J = i. Indeed by the 
definition (2.2.1) of the mass, 
I1~=11 ~ ~I~, , jL  = ~, j .  (3.4.1) 
i,j 
Also, according to the above choice of the basis ¢b takes the form 
q~ = e~2 + e~4 4- - . .  q -e2m_ l ,  2 .... 
and hence ( ~, ok) = Eij/zij, and therefore 
II g II < ~: ~,j, (3.4.2) 
by the supremum definition of the mass. The inequalities (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) 
imply that II ~ II = E jz~j. Moreover, it follows from Fact 3.1.2 that ~ admits a 
K~ihler mass decomposition. • 
= /~l.zel2 + /~34e34 -F - . .  +/zz,,,_a,2,,,ezm_l.2,,,, with p,~j >~ 0, 
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THEOREM 3.4.3. Let st be a 2-vector in R". Then the mass of st is the 
largest root of a certain polynomial of degree 2 In/2] and whose coefficients 
can be expressed in ter~s of the Euclidean norms of st, st A ~, st A st A st, 
etc. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.4.2, s c can take the form 
"0 = t/~12e12 -4- - "  q-ld,2m_l,2me2m_l,2 m 
with /zij >/0, for some orthonormal basis {ej}j~ml of R 2m where m = [n/2] .  
Consider the polynomial 
e( t )  ~- I-I (t  -]- El  tLbl2 -4- E2~.b34 ~- ' "  "4-~m~b2m_l,2m ). 
e j=_+l  
By Lemma 3.4.2, Ilstll = ~2 q- ~3a + "'" "4-]'t2m-l,2m and hence  II~ll is 
indeed the largest root of P(t). Now, P(t) = Vlj(t + Aj), where A, are the 
symmetric polynomials ___/x12 __+/x34 ___ ..- ___ /z2,,,_l.zm. But it is we~l known 
that any symmetric polynomial can be expressed in terms of the elementary 
symmetric ones (cf. [8, p. 133]). Since elementary symmetric polynomials are 
proportional to ] st 1, [ st A ~ I, [ st A st A st 1, etc., the theorem is proved. • 
Using the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.3, we are able to give 
a canonical formula for the mass of 2-vectors in R 5. 
COROLLARY 3.4.4. Let ~ be a 2-vector in R 4 or R 5. The mass st is given 
by the formula: 
Ilstll = ~lst A stl + I~1 ~. 
Proof. Let st be a 2-vector in R 4 (or Rs). Then we can put s t in the 
canonical form 
=ae12 +be34 with a ,b  t>0. 
But Ilstll = a + b, because of Lernma 3.4.2. Now Ilstll 2 = a 2 + b 2 + 2ab, or 
Ilstll 2 - a 2 - b 2 = 2ab, if and only if rlstll 2 - I~ :12  = IStA StL Therefore 
II sell = V/ISt A stl + Istl 2 , as c la imed.  • 
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To complete the circle of  results, we include the following theorem which 
leads to a canonical formula for the comass of 2-forms. 
THEOREM 3.4.5. I f  Ck is a nonzero 2-forth in 11~, then (11~11") -1 is the 
smallest positive root of the polynomial: 
t 4 t 6 
p(t)  = 1 - t21612 + ~-~.1216 A 612 -- ~--ff.~216 A 6 A 61 z + "--. 
REMARK. P(t) has at most [n /2 ]  + 1 terms. 
Proof. From basic linear algebra, we can choose an orthonormal basis 
for 11" so that ~b takes the form 
e • ¢k = alze~z + a34e~4 + "'" +a2r - l , z r  2r--l,2r 
with a12 /> a34/> " ' "  >/ azr_l,2r >/ O. We have to check that the comass of  ~b 
is equal to al~. Consider the polynomial 
f ( t )  = (1 - t2a~2)(1 - t2a~4)'" (1 - t2a29r_,.2r ).
It is clear that 1/a12 is the smallest positive root of f(t).  Evaluating the 
Euclidean norms of qb, ~b A ~b, ~b A ~b A ~b, etc., we conclude that f ( t )  = 
p(t), as claimed. • 
The following corollary follows immediately. 
COROLIAI~Y 3.4.6. Let ck be a nonzero 2-form in R 4 or R s. Then the 
comass of rk is given by the canonical formula 
I1,:/,11" = 
I~ A ~1 
- ¢ l , I  4 - I ,  
4. THE UNIT  MASS BALL OF 3-VECTORS IN 116 
This section contains the main results of this paper. Theorem 4.1.13 
characterizes the types of  mass decompositions of 3-vectors in 116. Computa- 
tional formulae for the mass norm of 3-vectors in R 6 are given in Theorem 
4.2.5. In Section 4.1, we describe the process of putting an arbitrary 3-vector 
in R 6 in the canonical form. This fact is useful and enables us to consider 
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3-vectors in the 5-dimensional space span{el23, e156, e426, e453, e456} , instead 
of the 20-dimensional space AaR 6. 
Next, we tackle the problem of characterization f the 3-vectors in the 
canonical form. First, we look for all 3-vectors G in the 5-dimensional space 
which can be written as a linear combination of two torus 3-planes, that is, 
~= ae~"e123 + a'e-i"'e12a. We shall see that any such decomposition is
unique (ef. Proposition 4.1.5). Then we establish a necessary and suffieient 
condition on the coefficients /xj of s c so that the planes eiC'e123 and e -'~'e~.za 
lie in a common face of a doubleton 3-form. This covers all the 3-vectors 
which have doubleton mass decompositions, and consequently the 3-vectors 
which have special Lagrangian mass decompositions are characterized aswell. 
In Section 4.2 we give computational formulae for the mass of 3-vectors 
in 116 (el. Theorem 4.2.4). To obtain the formula for the mass norm when G 
has a special Lagrangian mass decomposition we have first to prove that there 
are exactly four one-parameter families of toms special Lagrangian faces 
(Lemma 4.2.3). 
In Section 4.3, we use the test of Theorem 4.1.13 to establish an 
algorithm for finding mass decomposition for 3-vectors having special La- 
grangian mass decompositions. 
The last subsection of this paper contains a description of the boundary of 
the unit mass ball in A3R 6. 
4.1. Characterization of the Types of Mass Decomposition i A3R 6 
The following theorem shows that every 3-vector in R 6 is SO(6)-equiv- 
alent to some 3-vector in the 5-dimensional space spanned by 
{e123, e156, e426, e453, e456}. Its proof uses the first-cousin principle of Harvey 
and Lawson (cf. [6, p. 77] or [13, p. 7]). 
DEFINITION 4.1.1. Let so0 ~ G(k, Rn), a first cousin ~:1 to G0 satisfies 
dim(G0 N G1) = k - 1 and ~oG1 = 0. 
LEMMa 4.1.2. Let Go and ~1 be first cousins, and d~ ~ Ak(R6) * such 
that D~b( Co) = O. Then ~b( G1) = O. 
Proof. We may assume that ~0=e12...k and G1 =e l  A.--  Ae  k_x A 
ek+ 1" Now, 
d 
0 = ~-~[(e I /~ e 2 A "- A ek_ 1 /~ (coste k + sin tek+l) ] 
= ~(  G1)" 
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THEOrtEM 4.1.3. Let ~ be a 3-vector in R 6. Then for some oriented 
orthonormal basis {ej}j~= 1 for R ~, ~ takes the following canonical form: 
~-- /£0e123 + /zle156 + /x2e4.26 + / .taP453 + ]£4e456 
with ix o >>, tz 1 >1 tx e >~ I/x3]. 
REMAaK. Since the above basis of  R a is oriented, any 3-vector in 11 a is 
SO(6)-equivalent to some canonical 3-vector. 
Proof. We may assume that I1~*11" = ~0. We choose a plane e123 such 
that ~*(e123) = ~0. Next, we choose e I E e123 and e58 ~ G(2, e~a) to maxi- 
mize ~*(e I A e56). Then, we choose unit vectors e 4 E el~ 3 A e~,  e z ~ e12 a 
f3 e~,  and e 6 ~ es~ to maximize ~*(e 4 A e z A e6). Then, we choose e 3, e 5 
so that el23 = e I A e 2 A e 3 and e56 = e5 A e 6. Now, 
~* = Y'~0/ijke* Ae~ Ae~ (i < j  <k) .  
By the first choice and the first-cousin principle, 
]L0 = 0/123 >j I0/,jkl, 
0/124 = 0/125 ~ O/126 = O/135 = 0/136 = 0/234 ~ 0/235 ~ 0/236 ~--" 0 .  
By the second choice and the first-cousin principle, I0/,561 > I c~34~1 and 
0/256 ~ 0/356 = 0/145 ~ 0/146 ~ 0 .  
By the third choice and the first-cousin principle, 
0~346 = 0/245 = 0 .  
Hence, ~* and ~, as well, are in the canonical form. Moreover, in case the 
basis {ej}~= 1 has the wrong orientation, we consider the new basis 
{el, e2, ez, -ea ,  -e  5, -e~}, and ~ has the desired form, as claimed. • 
To proceed in characterizing the mass decomposition of 3-vectors in R 6, 
we need to identify simple 3-vectors in the canonical form, which is the 
object of  the next proposition. 
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First we note that, in the sequel, we consider the 20-dimensional space 
A3R 6 and the orthonormal basis {ej}~= a for R 6 --- C 3 where e 4 = iep e 5 = ie 2, 
e 6 = ie a. We denote by T s and Ts* the space ®3 l(A 1 span{e, ie,}) and 
3 1 , . . . ' J= 3' Y 
®. I(A span{ej zej }) respectively. According to our choice of the basis an 
element ~ of T s takes the form 
~= ~0 e123 -k-/~1 e156 -l-/~2 e426 q- ~"~3 e453 +/2"4 e456 +/-/'5 e126 "]- J1-$6 e153 -I- P'7 e423. 
with /~j ~ R. 
PaoPosmoy 4.1.4. Let  ~ be a 3-vector in R 6 o f  the fo rm 
= /./.08123 Jr- /J, le156 q- lt/.2e426 + /-/,38453 q- /z4e456 
with  jz o >1 ~a >1 t~2 >-- Its31. Then ~ is simple i f  and only if ~ =/~0elz3 or 
~: =/z4e456. 
Proof. Suppose £ is nonzero and simple. Then ~:* is simple and hence 
G( £ *) = { sc/I £ I}. Since ~: * is a toms 3-form, it follows from the torus lemma 
that the 3-vector 77 = ~/r ,  r = I~1, is a torus 3-plane. Thus, there exist 
numbers oe 1, a 2, a a such that 
= rei~e123 = (c le  1 + sle4) A (c2e 2 + s2es) A (c3e 3 + s3e6). 
Hence the aj satisfy the following system: 
t% = rclc~c3, (4.1.1) 
i~l = rClS2S3, (4.1.2) 
i~ z = rstczs3, (4.1.3) 
tz3 = rsls2c3, (4.1.4) 
tx 4 = rc lczs3,  (4.1,5) 
0 = rc lc2c 3, (4.1,6) 
0 = rc l szc  3, (4.1.7) 
0 = rs lc2c 3. (4.1.8) 
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The vanishing of (4.1.6), (4.1.7), and (4.1.8) implies that at least two cj's 
vanish or all the sj's vanish. I f  all the si"s vanish, the only possibly nonzero 
coefficient is/x o, and hence ~ = tzoelz 3. I f  at least two ci's vanish, then using 
the chain of inequalities tz o >//x 1 >i/x 2 >I I/z31, the only possibly nonvanish- 
ing coefficient is /z  4, and hence ~ =/z4e456. The claim is proved. • 
PROPOSITION 4.1.5. Let ~ be a nonsimple 3-vector in R 6 of the form 
=/~0e~23 +/xle~56 + /d,2e426 + ~3e453 + ~4e456 
with/~0 >//z 1 I>/z2 1> [/z31. Then ~ can be written as a linear combination of 
two toms planes, i.e., ~ = ae i~elz 3 + a'e-i ~'e123 ' if and only if one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(A)  /x 3 4 :0  and A = /Xo z/~42 + 4go/~1/z2/x3 >/0. 
(B)  /z 3 = 0, and if ix 4 vanishes then lz 2 vanishes. 
In (a), 
1 ( (D2 + II.~Ix21)(D2 + ~I~) (DZ + I~tz~) ) 1/2, 
a = ~ 4( D2 +/Xo/~l/Z2/z3)2 
a'  = 
2 2~ZD,2 • 2 ) 1 ( D'2 + /x~/~) (D,  2 + /Zo/Zz)( + ix°/xz ) 1/2 
2.o  4(0 ,2  + ' 
where 
D = /Xol/z41 + V/4/Xo ~1/x2 P-a +/Xo/~4 , 
D '  = /Zo}/z41 - 4/Xo/Xl/~2/z3 + /Zo/x4 , 
tan o/j = u 
D D'  
, and tan~ = ~ ,  j = 1, 2, 3, 
t~o ~j ~o ~j 
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and in (B) ,  i f  be4 --# O, 
a = 
+ + be, ) 
I be41 
a r ~_ 
2 2 Cbe  be,  + 
I be, I 
tan  o /1  ~ k 
I be41 
/Xx 
I be41 
, tan a 2 = - - ,  
be2 
7r  
o~ 3 = _ 
2 '  
be1 be2 
O/1' = O/2' = 0, tan a 3' be0[ be4l " 
I f  be4 = O, then be2 = 0 and a = beo. Also, a' = bei, a l  = az 
' =0 ,  ' = ' = 7r/2. Ol 1 Ol 2 Ol 3 
Furthermore,  any such decomposit ion is unique. 
= O~ 3 = 0 ,  
Proof. Recall that a typical torus 3-plane in R 6 has the form 
ei~el~3 = (c te  1 + sle4) A (c~ez + s2es) A (c3e 3 + s3e , ) ,  
where a = (oq, a2, a 3) ~ R 3, c t = cos a t, and s t = sin a t. The proof  con- 
sists in analyzing the following system: 
! t ! t 
a81C2C 3 = a s lc2c z, (1)  
! i i i 
aclc2s 3 = a CLC283, (2) 
i / l f 
actszc  3 = a ClSzC3, (a)  
aclc2c 3 _[_ i t t t = beo, a ClC2C 3 (4)  
as,czs  3 + a's'lc'2s'3 = be,, (5)  
,~ ,c~ + a'4c'~4 = be~, (6 )  
a~ls~c3 + a' s'~s'~c'~ = be3, (7) 
I i t ! 
asls2s 3 -- a SlS2S 3 = be4. (S)  
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In what follows, we shall assume that tt 4 is nonnegative by sending 
(e 4, e 5, e~) to ( -e  4, -e  5, -e  6) if necessary, and we shall denote tan aj by t 1 
and tan aj by t j .  
(A): Assume that tx 3 ¢ 0, and note that dividing the first three equations 
in the above system two by two, we infer that 
tj = ktj (4.1.9) 
for j = 1, 2, 3 and for some constant k. Define 
2 \1 1/2 S = [(1 --[- t2 ) (1  + t2 ) (1  Jr- t3 )  ] . 
S '= [(1 + t~)(1 + t¢)(1 + t'32)] 1/~. 
Putting a = bS and a' = b 'S ' ,  the system (1)-(8) becomes 
b - b 'k  = 0, (1') 
b +b '  =/z  0, (2') 
b + b 'k  ~ = tz l / t~t  3, (3') 
b + b 'k  ~ = t t2 / t l t  3, (4') 
b + b 'k  ~ = 1~3//tlt 2, (5') 
b - b 'k  3 = t t J tx t2 t  3. (6') 
The equations (1') and (2') yield 
t%k /z0k' 1 
b = 1 +k;  b' 1 + k' where k '  ' k 
Plugging the above values of b and b' in the equations (3'), (4'), (5'), and 
(6'), we obtain the following system: 
tx 1 = k lzot2t3, (3") 
tt 2 = k lzotlt3, (4") 
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/£3 = k /£ot l t z ,  (5")  
/£4 = -k (k  - 1 ) /£ot l t z t  3. (6") 
Dividing (6") by (3") and replacing k by t ' l / t  1, we get 
1£4 
t I -- t' 1 = 
/£1 
Dividing the product of (4") and (5") by (3"), we get 
/£2/£3 
t i t '  1 = ~ .  
/£o /£1 
Therefore, t1 and t] are the roots of the quadratic equation 
/£o/£1 t2 -/Xo/£4 t - /£2/£3 = 0. 
By the same procedure we show that t 2, t~ and t 3, t~ are respectively the 
roots of  the following equations: 
/£0/£~ tz - /£o/£4 t - /£1/£a  = 0, 
/£0/£3 t2 - /x0/£4 t - /£1/£2 = 0. 
Since the discriminant A of the above quadratic equations is the same and 
equal to A = /£~/£] + 4/£ 0/£1/£~/£3, the solutions to our system (1)-(8) exist, 
when /£3 :~ 0, if and only if A >/ 0, and the solutions are 
D D '  r tj = and tj j = 1 ,2 ,3 ,  
/£o/£j /£o/£j 
D,  = 1(/£0/£4 _ ¢/£2/£2 ~ 4/£0~./,1ji3,2jl,b3) ° 
(B): Assume /£3 --- 0. Then, if ~.L 4 ~(= 0, the solutions of  the system (1)-(8) 
= = = ' = 1, and ' = ' =0 ,  which yields the must satisfy c 3 0, s a 1, c' 1 c 2 s 1 s 2 
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following system: 
p ¢ 
ac lc  2 = a 83,  
! p 
a 63 ~ peo,  
acls2 = pe l ,  
a81c2  = pe2,  
( I )  
a8182 = ]'/'4" 
The solution of  (I) is 
pc4 pc4 ~" 
t I ----- - - ,  t 2 ~ - - ,  o~ 3 ~--- - - ,  
Pet pe2 2 
/-t'l pe2 
0/1 = ~ t3 pe0 pe4 
2 2 ¢(pe  + pe, )(pe  + pe ) v'pe o pe, + peo a= a '= 
pe4 pe4 
I f  pe4 = 0, then s i s  2 must vanish. I f  s 1 = 0 then pee = 0 and so pel = 0 
(since pez >t pel), and hence ~ is simple. Therefore, if pe4 = 0, then s 2 
vanishes and the solution follows from (I): 
a = /.t o , a '  = pel, 0/1 = O/2 = 0/3 = 0 ,  
qr 
°tl 0/2 a3 2 " 
To see that the decomposition i (A) is unique, assume that there exist 
other angles, the tangents of  which are P'3 and p'.l, giving a different 
decomposition for ~. Using the same method as in (A), the pj must satisfy the 
system 
pel = Ipe0 P2 P3, 
pe2 = lpe0 Pl P3, 
( I I )  
pea = lpeo Pl P2, 
pe4 = - I ( l  - 1)pe o Pl P2 P3, 
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where l is a constant satisfying pj = lpj for j = 1, 2, 3. But the system (I I)  
yields the same solutions as the system (3")-(6") ,  that is, pj = tj, pj = t~, and 
k=l .  
To see that the solution of the system (1)-(8) is unique in case /z 3 = 0, 
we first claim that i f / z  3 = 0, then there is no solution to (1)-(8) with all the 
cj's and sj's different from 0 unless /z 0 =/z  1 =/z  2 =/23 = 0, that is, £ is 
simple. Indeed, going back to the system (1)-(8) and dividing the equation 
r ! t t 
a818283 ~ - -a  818283 
by (1), (2), and (3) respectively, we get tj = -t~ for j = 1, 2, 3. Hence, 
Equations (1), (2), and (3) imply that 
a b 
[(1 + t~)(1 + t~)(1 + t~)] 1/2 + [(1 + t~)(1 + t~)(1 + t~)] 1/2 = O, 
and Equation (4) becomes 
[(1 + t~)(1 + t~)] 1/2 
b 
+ 
[(1 + t [ ) (1  + t~)(1 + t~)] 1/2 
= P '0 .  
The system formed by the above two equations has a solution if and only if 
/z 0 = 0, which implies that /x 0 =/x  1 =/z~ =/z  3 = 0 and that £ is simple, 
contrary to our hypothesis. 
Now to see that there is no solution to our system (1)-(8) in case 
/z 3 =/z  4 = 0 and/z  1 ~ 0, we consider the system (I). Note that/24 = 0 =* 
sis  z = 0. I f  s 1 = 0 then /22 = 0; hence /z I vanishes, a contradiction. I f  
s 2 = 0 then /z I = 0, a contradiction. 
To finish the proof we show how to get the coefficients a and a' .  Recall 
that 
a = bS and a' = b 'S ' .  ( I I I )  
From the equation (3") we get 
/'1 /z0/Zl/xz #*3 
k ~ - -  
IZotzt3 D 2 
1 D 2 1 ( - 4P,0/xl/z2/z3) 2 /x0/Xl/z~/x 3
k!  ~ 
k /~0/~1/x2/z3 4 /x0/zx/z~/z3 D '2 D '2 
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Now, 
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/l'0 k P'~/£1/~2 bl'3 D2 /.t,g/~I/~2/J'3 
b ~ - -  ~ 
l+k  DZ(lXol~llZ~l~3+D ~ ) ~0/d,1 ~2 ~3 + D 2 '  
b, = 
/~ ~i/x~/x 3 
/z o/z 1/x~/z 3 + D '~ ' 
S = [(1 + t~)(1 + t~)(1 + t~)] 1/2 
= ( ( / z~/~+D~)(be°2~+D~)(  2 2 / z  06/x 1 /z~/x~ be°/~3 +D2) )1 /2 ,  
S' = ( ( l~2°lx~ + D'2)( be2°lx~ + D'2)( ~txZ3 + D'Z) ) 
jz~ ~ 2 ~ 
Using (III), we get the values of a and a' as in the statement of the 
proposition. • 
DEFINITION 4.1.6. If ~ = Y'.f= 1 ~j is a mass decomposition for a nonsim- 
pie 3-vector ~ in R 6, and ~j/I ~jl belong to a doubleton face G(~b), then ~ is 
said to have a doubleton mass decomposition; if ~/1 ~jl belong to a special 
Lagrangian face G(~b), then ~ is said to have a-special Lagrangian mass 
decomposition. 
In order for the above definition to make sense, we need to check the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.7. Every nonsimple 3-vector ~ in R 6 has either a 
doubleton mass decomposition or a special Lagrangian mass decomposition, 
but not both. 
Proof. From the classification of the faces of G(3, R6), we know that the 
only maximal faces are the doubletons and the special Lagrangian faces (cf. 
[1, p. 12X3] or [13, p. 21]). Let ~ = E~j be a mass decomposition for ~, and 
assume that there exist a doubleton calibration ~b and a special Lagrangian 
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Then there exist 3-planes ~1/1 ~11 and ~2/1 ~21 which belong to G(~b) such 
that II ~ II = 1~11 + I~1. But it follows from Fact 3.1.2 that ~jf[ ~j[ also belong 
to G(~), and hence, since G(~b) = {~/1 ~1, ~/1 ~1}, G(~b~ c G(g0, contra- 
dicting the maximality of the doubleton face G(~b). • 
PaoPosrrlON 4.1.8. Let ~ be a nonsimple 3-vector in 116. 
(a) I f  ~ has a doubleton mass decomposition, then its mass decomposition 
is unique. 
(b) If, in addition, ~ ~ a torus 3-vector, ~ ~ T s = ®,3 1(A1 span{ej, iej}), 
then its mass decomposition is in terms of  two torus 3-p~anes. 
Proof. (a): Let ~ = ~1 + ~2 be a mass decomposition for ~. By Fact 
3.1.2, ~1//1~11 and ~2/1~21 must belong to G(qs), where ~b is any 3-form on 
which ~ attains its mass. But, since G(~b) is maximal and consists of two 
planes, namely ~1//1 C/land ~2//I ~21, the claim is proved. 
(b): Since ~ is assumed to be a torus 3-vector, it follows from Theorem 
3.3.2 that there exists a torus 3-form ~b such that I1~11 = (~, ~). The Z-form 
~b has to be a doubleton 3-form; otherwise we contradict the fact that G(~b) is 
maximal. By the torus lemma, since G(~b) is t'mite, the face of ~b consists of 
two torus 3-vectors. Using (a), the unique mass decomposition is in terms of 
two torus 3-planes, as claimed. • 
The following proposition characterizes the geometric relationship be- 
tween a pair of planes. 
2k PaOI'OS[TION 4.1.9. Given two k-planes ~1 and ~2 G(k, I~ ), there is 
an orthonormal basis {ej]j2__k 1 for  R zk such that ~ = el2...k and ~2 = ei~lel 
/~ "" /~ e'~kek with O <~ ~1 <<- ~/2 <~ "'" ~< 2/k-1 <<, zrf2 and 3~k_l <~ 3~k <~ 1r 
- 3~k - 1. The 2/j's are uniquely determined by minimization process and 
characterize the geometric relationship between ~1 and ~2. 
REMArtK. A proof of this proposition appears in [13, p. 7]; a different 
proof may be found in [6, p. 75]. 
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LEMMA 4.1.10. Consider the toms n-planes ~1 = e*% and ~ 12.. .  n = 
i ~tn t e e12 . . . .  . I f  the numbers 3~ = aj - aj satisfy the chain of  inequalities 
0 <~ 2Q <~ T2 <~ "'" <~ T~- 1 <~ 7r/2 and T. -  1 <~ T. <~ 7r - T. -  1, then the 3~'s 
are the characterizing angles between gl and ~2. 
Proof. We may assume that E1 = e12 .... and ~2 = eiOe12 .... with 
71" 
0</31</32< "'" ~</3 . -1<~ and /3._1..< /3. ..< z r -  /3._1. 
(4.1.10) 
Denote by Yj the characterizing angles between ~1 and ~2. By definition 
E1 = min{/ - - (v l ,w0 : vl ~ ~1, Wl ~ ~2, and Ivll = IWll = 1}. 
For 191 ----- ~=la je j  e E1 and w 1 --~ ~: lb je%ej  ~ ~2 with IVll---Iw,I = 1, 
COS ~1 = max I ) lW 1 
Vl~ 1 
W l ~ ~2 
[vii = Iw~l= 1 
max (a lb I cos/31 + "'" +a.b .  cos /3n)" 
Eaf=l  
Ebj 2= 1 
Now, 
alb I cos/31 + ... +a.b .  cos/3~ 
1/a~ + "'" +a~-1 /b~ cos 2 /31 + " ' "  +b~ cos 2/3. 
~< 1" v/b~ cos ~ 131 + "-- +b~ cos 2/3. 
by the Sehwarz inequality. The equality holds if and only if 
a 1 = hbj cos/31 for j = 1 . . . . .  n and some A > 0 (4.1.11) 
Moreover, 
Cb~ cos ~/3, + ... +b~ cos ~ ~.  < cos ~,¢b~ + ... +b~ = cos ~, ,  
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with equality if and only if the coefficient cos f j  of each nonzero bj equals 
cos f l .  Also, since 1 = Y'.~_xa~ = h~F.~_lbfcos e fx = A2 cos~fl, we have h 
= 1/cos/31, and using (4.1_11~ we inferthat  a i = b i. Therefore, the inf imum 
is in particular attained for the unit vectors v 1 = e x and w 1 = eia~el and 
Yx = fix. 
By definition, we also have 
72 = min{/ - - (vz ,w2) :  v2 • ~1, w2 • ~2, v2 _1_ vx, w 2 _1_ Wl, 
and Iw21 = Iv21 = 1}. 
As before, we consider the unit vectors v 2 = F~=2a)e J and w 2 = 
F~=2bjei'Jej, and we maximize 
v2 "w2 = a'2b~ cos f z  + ... +a',b', cos f~. 
As in the preceding step, we find v x = e 2, wz = e ~a~, and "Y2 = f2.  By the 
same argument we show that vj = ej, wj = ei'Jej, and ~ = f j  for j = 
1 . . . . .  n - 1. To define ~,, we choose unit vectors v, and w, so that the 
orthonormal basis (e l . . . . .  e~_ 1, vn) and (e iÈI e x . . . . .  e ~ ' -  ~e~_ x, w~) are such 
that 
~1 =e l  Ae  2 A ... Aen_  1Avn and ~2 =ei~xel  A . . .  Aeia.-~e~ A w,.  
By the very definitions of ~1 and ~2 we have v n = e, and w n = e~a~en and 
therefore 'Yn = fn, as claimed. • 
LEMMA 4.1.11. Let ~:+, ~_ be 3~imensional planes through 0 in R n 
with characterizing angles 0 <~ ~/1 <<- ~/2 <<- ~/3. Then ~+ and ~_ lie on a 
common face of  the Grassmannian G(3, R 6) i f  and only i f  2/3 <~ 2/1 + ]/2. 
REMARK. The lemma is the angle criterion in the case of 3-planes. The 
sufficiency was proved in 1982 by F. Morgan [12]. The necessity was checked 
by J. Dadok and R. Harvey [1, p. 1236]. The proof of the angle criterion in all 
dimensions was completed by complementary work of Lawlor and Nance [9, 
14]. We give here a different proof of the necessity by showing that the mass 
of ( ~+ + ~_) /2  in case ~/3 > ]/1 + ~/2 is strictly less than one. 
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Proof of necessity. We claim that if 3'a > 3q + 3"2, then 
I~+~-@~-I = cos Ya- (3" l+Y2)2  
We may assume that ~±= ~(-t-a) with 0 ~< otj = y~/2 ~< at/2. First, note 
that by a limit argument we may assume 0 < aj < ~/2.  Let ~ = Re(d51 A 
d~ 2 A z3). Then q~ is a special Lagrangian calibration, and 
(~:(Y), ~) = Re[exp(-i3"1) exp(- iT2) exp(iT3)] 
= Reexp(i[~/3 - (3'1 + 3"2)1} 
-- cos[~,~ - ( ' /1  + " /2)1.  (4.1.12) 
Also, 
~(~,) + ~(-3") 
2 cos ~/~ cos 3'2 cos 3'3 
~--- el2 3 
+ Y'. tan 3'j tan 3'k e(j ,  k),  (4.1.13) 
l~<j<k~<3 
where e(1, 2) = ie 1 /x ie 2 A ea, etc. For the parameter h >_- 1, define aj <~ 
/3j < at/2 by tan/3j = A tan aj. Consider the function 
f (A)  =/33- ( /31  +/32) =A[a  a - (a~+aa)  ]. 
Since f(1) > 0 and limx_.~ f (h)  = ¢r/2 - 2tr/2 < 0, we may choose h 
such that f (A )=0.  Hence, by (4.1.12), (~(+/3) ,q~)= 1 and thus 
{~(/3), ~( -/3)} c G(~). But ~(a)  + ~( -  o~) is a nonnegative linear combi- 
nation of ~(/3), ~( -B) ,  and e123. Indeed, by (4.1.13) and the fact that 
tan/3j = h tan a j, we have 
~(/3) + ¢(- /3)  
2 cos/31 cos/32 cos/33 
= elz 3 + h 2 ~ tan t~j tan a k e( j ,  k); 
l~ j<k~3 
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thus 
~:(0/) + ¢(-0/ )  
2 COS 0/1 COS 0/2 cos 0/3 
___A -~ - 
~(8)  + e( -8 )  
2 cos 131 cos 132 cos ~3 
A- (1 -- A-2)e123 
+ ~ tan aj tan 0/k (1 - A-2A+2)e(j, k).  
l< j<k<3 
Therefore, by Fact 3.1.4, 
II ~(~)+ ~(-0/)11 = (~(0/) + ~(-0/)  ) 2  ' 
= co~[ 0/~ - (,,1 + 0/~)1. 
[] 
LEMMA 4.1.12. Let ~ be a nonsimple 3-vector in R e of the form 
~: = /Zoe~23 + /*1e156 + /ff.2e426 -}- /./,3e453 a t- /..t,4e456 
with Po >~ Pl ~ ~2 ~1~31" Let 
T(~)  = ~o ~1~ - ( ~o ~1 + ~o ~ + ~1~ ) ~3 - 
2 2 
IXo P4 
tZo + Ix1 + P~2 -- P3" 
Then ~ has a mass decomposition into two torus 3-planes s e = aerie123 + 
a' e-~'el~3 if and only if T( lt) <~ O. 
REMARK. The condition T(/x) ~< 0 is equivalent to the statement that 
admits the unique decomposition i to two torus 3-planes of Proposition 4.1.5 
and that the characterizing angles 0 ~< 3'1 ~< 3"2 ~< 3'3 between these two 
planes satisfy the angle criterion 3'3 ~< 3'1 + 3"2. Moreover, the strict inequal- 
ity T(/.t) < 0 corresponds to the strict inequality 3/3 < 71 + 72- 
Proof. If ~ has a mass decomposition i to two torus 3-planes, then the 
decomposition has to be of the form 
= aei~ele3 + a'e-~'e123 (4.1.14) 
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because of Propositions 4.1.5 and 4.1.8. But, since the expression (4.1.14) is a 
mass decomposition for ~ if and only if the planes else123 and e -~'e123 lie in 
a common face of the Grassmannian, it follows from Lemma 4.1.11 that the 
expression (4.1.14) is a mass decomposition if and only if the characterizing 
angles 0 ~< Tl ~< T2 ~< ~/3 between ei~e123 and e-i~'e123 satisfy the inequal- 
ity ~/3 ~< 311 + ~/2. We shall show that this inequality is equivalent to the 
inequality T(IX) ~< 0. 
Claim 1. The chain of inequalities Ixo >1 Ix1 >1 Ix2 >t I Ix3l and T(Ix) ~ 0 
imply that the 3-vector ~ can be written in a unique way as a linear 
combination of two toms 3-planes. Indeed, if Ix3 > 0, then A = IX~ IX~ + 
4ix0 Ixl IX2 IX3 > 0. If IX3 < 0, then T(IX) < 0 implies that 
2 2 
IXOIX4 >/ [ IXOIXlix2 -- (IXOIXl + IXO~tL2 + IXlix2)/t'/'3][ IXO + IXl + /£2 ~tZ3]; 
adding 4ix 0 Ix] Ix2 Ix3 to both sides of the above inequality, we get 
m >/ [ IXOIXl IX2 -- ( IXoixl + Ixo IX2 + IXl IX2)IX3]( Ixo + IXl + IX2 --  IX3) 
+ 4/20 Ix1 Ix2 IX3; (4.1.15) 
but the right-hand side of (4.1.15) is equal to the nonnegative expression 
( IXO IXl -- ]'/'2 IX3)( IXO IX2 -- Ixl /£3) 
- [(ixoix  - Ix ) + (ixoix  - Ix )](ixoix  - Ix ) o .  
The claim follows from part (A) of Proposition 4.1.5. 
If/23 = 0, then T(IX) ~< 0 implies that 
2 2 
Ixo IX4 /> IXoixl IX2(IXo + IX1 + IX2). 
Hence IX2 must vanish if Ixa does. The claim follows from part (B) of 
Proposition 4.1.5. 
Claim 2. The inequality T(Ix) <~ 0 is equivalent to the statement that 
ei~e123 and e-~'e123 lie in a common face of the Grassmannian. Indeed, 
assume that T(IX) ~< 0. It follows from Claim 1 that 
= aeiae123 + a 'e  -a  'e123 ' 
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where a, a',  a ,  and a '  are as in Proposition 4.1.5. Let 7i = % + ot~, and 
denote by ~) the tangent of  7j. We have 
T 1 --= , T 2 = , T 3 = , 
1£0 1£, - 1£2 1£3 1£0/*2 - /1"1 1£3 /Zo/z3 - 1£1 1£2 
where A = o- 2 1£o/z, + 4/z o/z I 1£o 1£3" The chain of inequalities /x o >/1£1 /> 
1£o- ~> 11£31 implies that we can choose ~ so that 0 ~< y,  ~< ~/~ ~< ~r/2 
and Y2 ~< Y3 ~< rr - Y2. Now, we infer from Lemma 4.1.10 that the yj's are 
the characterizing angles between e~e,23 and e -i a'e,o-3. 
First, let's assume that /z 3 > 0. We have the following cases: 
Case 1. I f  both ~/3 and 3q + Y2 are less than rr/2, then 
Y3 ~< Y, + T2 
tan Y3 < tan(3,, + To-) = - -  
T I + 7 2 
1 - TIT 2 
1£o 1£3 - 1£1 1£o- 
+ 
1£o 1£i - 1£2 ~3 1£o Ix2 - 1£i 1£3 
< A 
I - -  
( 1£o 1£, - 1£o- m) (  1£o ~o- - 1£11£3) 
1 ( 1£0 lzl -- 1£z 1£3) + ( 1£0 Ix2 - 1£, lz3) 
<~ 
( m ~,  - 1£2 ~3) (  1£0 1£o- - ~1 1£3) - a /Zo 1£3 1£1/z2 
[(1£o1£1 - 1£~ 1£3) (1£o~2 - ~11£3)  - a ]  
( 1£01£3 - 1£11£2)( 1£o g l  - 1£21£3) 
+(  1£o1£3 - 1£, 1£0(  1£o1£2 - 1£, 1£3) 
¢:~ 1£0 1£1 t£2(  1£0 "1- 1£1 "+" 1£2 - -  1£3) 
( 1£0 "[- 1£1 "1- 1£2 - -  ~i'/'3)( 1£0/£1 1£3 + 1£0 1£1 ~tL2 -I- 1£1 1£2 ~1"/'3) 
2 (4.1.16) + 1£o 1£4- 
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Putting the right-hand side of the above inequality on the left and dividing by 
the positive expression/z 0 + g l  + g2 - ga, we see that (4.1.16) holds if and 
only it T( /z)  ~ 0. 
Case 2. I f  3q < I r /2  and 71 + ~/2 > "tr/2, the expressions g0 ga - 
g~ ~ and A = ( go g l  - g2 g3)( g0 g2 - g l  g3) - A must be positive and 
negative, respectively. Therefore, the inequality 73 ~< 71 + ~/2 is satisfied ff 
and only if 
/Zo g l  gz(  go + g l  + g~ - g3) 
(g0  + + - g3) (g0g l  g3 + g0g l  g2 + gl  g3) + 
(4.1.17) 
But, as in case 1, the inequality (4.1.17) is equivalent o T (p )  ~< 0. 
Case 3. I f  ~/z and 71 + 72 are both greater than 7r/2, then the 
expressions /z 0 g3 - g l  g2 and A are both negative. Therefore, 
T 1 + T~ 71 + T 2 
• 3 ~ ~i + ~ ~=~ -T3  ~ -- ~=~ ~3 ~ - -  i - r l r  2 1 -- zff2 
** (4.1.17) ~* T (g)  ~< 0. 
Case 4. I f  7a > I r /2  and "~1 "1- '~2 < ~r/2, then go ga - g l  g2 < 0 and 
A > 0. In this case, the inequality 73 ~< ~/1 + 3'2 does not hold, nor does 
T (g)  ~< 0. Second, assume that /z  3 < 0. Since ~'3 is always negative, in order 
that the inequality 73 ~< 71 + 72 shall hold we must have A < 0. Now, as in 
case  3, 
T1 + ~'2 
"r3 ~< 3'1 + 7z ** --T,~< "~ (4.1.17) *~ r (g )  ~<0. 
i - f i r  ~ 
Lastly, if g3 = 0, according to Proposition 4.1.5 the tangents of the ~/j are 
P4 ~4 ~o ~4 
T 1 ~ - - ,  T 2 ~ - - ,  T 3 
The condition 73 ~< 71 + 7z is equivalent o 
2 2 T (g)  ~<0. go g4 ~< g0/z l  g~( go + g l  + g2)  '~ 
All possible cases are checked, and the lemma is proved. • 
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The following theorem is the main result of this paper. It gives a test for 
distinguishing the 3-vectors in R 6 which admit doubleton mass decomposi- 
tions from those which have special Lagrangian mass decompositions. The 
proof of this theorem uses the classification of the faces of the Grassmannian 
of Dadok, Harvey, and Morgan. 
THEOREM 4.1.13. Let ~ be a nonsimple 3-vector in R 6 of the form 
= /x0e le  3 + /~1g156 q- /z2e426 -k- /z3e453 q- /~4e456 
with~o ~ ~1 ~ ~2 ~ 1~3], and ~t 
T( ] .L )  = ].Lo ~1/~1 1.£ 2 - ( ~[£0 ~1~1 -}- }1~0 ],£2 -~-/~1 1./,2)J~3 - 
2 2 
]'LO ]'/'4 
(a) If T(/~) < 0, then ~ has a doubleton mass decomposition. 
(b) If T(!~) >>, 0, then ~ has a special Lagrangian mass decomposition. 
REMARKS. 
(1) Any 3-vector in R ~ can be put in the above form for some choice of 
orthonormal basis for R 6 (cf. Theorem 4.1.3). 
(2) If ~ is simple, then it is its own mass decomposition and its mass is 
equal to its Euclidean norm. Recall that ~ as above is simple if and only if 
=/z0e~23 or ~: =/~4e456 (cf. Proposition 4.1.4). 
Proof. (a): First, observe that if ~: has a doubleton mass decomposition, 
then it follows from Proposition 4.1.8 that the mass decomposition is unique 
and can be expressed in terms of two torus 3-planes, i.e., 
~ ae+ic~e123 q- ate-ia'e123" 
Assume that T(/x) < 0. By the remark following Lemma 4.1.12, T(/z) < 0 
is equivalent to the inequality "Y3 < ~1 + Y2, where 0 < ~1 ~ ~2 ~ ")t3 are 
the characterizing angles between the planes e~el~3 and e-~'e123. Now, it 
follows from the classification of the faces of the Grassmannian (cf. [13, p. 
21]) that the strict inequality "Y3 < Yl + Yz is a necessary and sufficient 
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condition for the pair of 3-planes e~'~e123 and e -~ ~'el23 to lie in a doubleton 
face; and thus part (a) of the theorem is proved. 
(b): Assume T(/z) i> 0. By part (a), ~: does not have a doubleton mass 
decomposition. Hence, since the doubleton face and the special Lagrangian 
face are the only maximal ones, it follows that ~ admits a special Lagrangian 
mass decomposition, asclaimed. • 
4.2. Formulae for the Mass Norm in A311 ~ 
This subsection is devoted to establishing computational formulae for the 
mass norm of 3-vectors in R 6. To present a complete proof of the following 
proposition, we need to recall some basic facts about special Lagrangian 
geometry. 
Consider the complex space C" = R" $ iR"  with its standard K:Shler 
metric, and define the n-form ~ by 
~b = Re dz = Re(dz t A "" Adz,,) .  
An n-form orthogonally equivalent to ~b is called a special Lagrangian 
form. The n-form q~ satisfies an interesting inequality (cf. [6, p. 89]). Namely, 
4'(~) ~ I~1 for all ~" ~ G(n ,R  2n) with equality if and only if ~ is a special 
Lagrangian n-plane, where an n-plane ~: ~ G(n, C") is called special La- 
grangian if it is the image of R" c C" under the action of a special unitary 
map. We observe that it is a direct consequence of the above definition that 
the group SU(n) acts transitively on the face of the special Lagrangian 
n-form ~b = Re(dz 1 A .-. A dzn). 
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. There are exactly 2 n-1 torus special Lagrangian 
calibrations in A"lt 2~ containing the plane ele .... in their faces, namely, 
dzl dz2 dz, } 
~b= Re or A or A" -  A or . 
dZ~ d~ 2 d~, 
(Note: Re ~b = Re ~.) 
Proof. Choose an orthonormal basis {e,},2fl, for R 2n, and let {ej*}~ 1 be 
the dual basis. Let ~b be a special Lagrangi~ form with e12 ..... ~ G(~b). By 
definition ¢b = T~b0 with T ~ O(2n) and ~b 0 = Re(dz 1 A ... A dzn), the 
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standard special Lagrangian form. Since, SU(n) acts transitively on G(~b o) 
and leaves ~b 0 invariant, we may assume that T(el2 .... ) = e12 ..... and hence 
T takes the form 
(0 A O) A ~ SO(n), B~O(n). T= B ' 
By using the diagonal action of SO(n), which leaves ~b 0 invariant, we may 
assume that T(e j )  = ej for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n and hence T takes the form 
o) 
0 
H = BA- '  E O(n) .  (4.2.1) 
We claim that H(e*+k)  = _e~+ k ,+ * for k = 1,. . . ,  n. Indeed, writing ~b 0 
in terms of the basis of A~(l12") * induced by ~ *~n tej Ij~ 1 and applying T to ~b 0, 
we get ~b. Contracting ~b with the plane e 1 A e 2 A "" A en_ 2, we see that 
e12...n_2]~b = e*~_ 1 A e,~* - He*_ 1 A He~,.  
I f  ~b is any toms n-form in II 2n, then 
* e* e*.}. e12 ..... -21~ b~span{e* - l ,en ,  2,-1,  
But (4.2.1) implies that He~n_ 1 A Hey,, ~ span{e*+1 . . . . .  e2,}. Therefore, 
ne~n_ ~ A ne~n = +_ e~n _ 1 /~ e~n" By the same method we prove that 
* * = +e*+.A  * Vj,  k= l , .  nen+k en+k •,  Hen+ j A _ 3 . n 
* = +e*÷ for a l l k= 1 , . .  n. and therefore Hen÷j _ k • , 
Thus all the H's  are diagonal matrices having + 1 as their diagonal 
entries. There are 2 n of those matrices. The action of 
o) 
on ~b 0 is to conjugate some of the dzj's or leaves them unchanged. By (4.2.1) 
we see that the isotropy subgroup of ~b is H = { ___ Id}; therefore, there are 
exactly 2 n- 1 distinct special Lagrangian toms n-forms having the plane 
e I A e~ A ... A e n in their faces, as claimed. • 
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NOTATION 4.2.2. We denote by T the set of torus 3-planes in 116, i.e., 
T = {~(a)  
= e'~lel A ei~2ez A e'~3e3 E G(3,116) : ot = (o~1, 012, a3) ~ R3}. 
LEMMA 4.2.3. 
(a) There are only four one-parameter families of torus special La- 
grangian faces, i.e., for every special Lagrangian form d~ ~ T~ n AZ(118) *, 
T n G(6) 
= {¢(a)  = e'~el A ei~2e2 A e'~3e3 : a 1 ± a 2 _ a 3 =T mod2"rr)}, 
for some choice of +_ signs and some constant T. 
(b) Each of the above torus faces T n G( qb) lies inside the face of the 
following special Lagrangian calibrations: 
~r = E~z3 +-- E~56 --- E~26 ± E~z3 ( odd number of negative signs ) . 
Here {Ej}j6=I is a new orthonormal basis for 116 defined as follows: 
E j=e j  for j ~ 1,4, 
and 
E l = cosTe l  + s inTe4,  E 4 = -s in 'ye  1 + cos~/e 4. 
Proof. (a): We may assume that the plane e123 ~ G(~b), and hence it 
will suffice to show that 
T n G(~b) = {~: (a ) :  a 1 ± a 2 ± a3 = 0 (mod2~' )} .  (4.2.2) 
Indeed, let ~b be any special Lagrangian torus 3-forms by the torus lemma, 
there exists some lotus plane in G(~b). Since H = SO(2) X SO(2) X SO(2) 
acts transitively on T and leaves it invafiant, it may be used to rotate the torus 
face T rq G(~b) so that e~2 3 belongs to W 3 n G(~)  where q~ = A~b, A being 
an element of H. 
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To prove (4.2.2) we first note that by Proposit ion 4.2.1 there  are exactly 
four special  Lagrangian toms 3-forms with el23 in their  faces, namely  
`#1 = ae(dz l  A dz2 A dz3) , dzj = e~. + ie7+ 3, 
'#2 = Re(dzl  ^  d~2 ^  dz,),  
'#3 = Re(dZ l  Adz  2 A d~'3) , 
'#4 = Re( dzt A d~2 ^  d~) .  
Apply ing '#1 to s~(ot) = ei~'tel A ei~'2e2 A ei~,3e3, we see that 
'#1( so(or)) = Re e '(~+~2+~3) = cos( a t + te2 + te3), 
which is equal  to one i f  and only if a 1 + a z + a 3 = 0 (mod27r ) .  The other  
cases are similar, and thus 
C( '# l )  = {~: ( te ) :  a l  + a 2 + a 3 = 0 mod2rr} ,  
G( '#2)  = {~(ot ) :  oq - a 2 + te3 = 0 mod27r} ,  
c( '#3)  = {~(te ) :  tet + te2 - te3 = 0 moa2~) ,  
C( '#4)  = {¢( te ) :  tel - te2 - te3 = 0 modezr} .  
(b): Now, we claim that 
{e"~let A eia2e2 A e'~3e3: tel + te2 + tea = T mod27r}  = G(¢ , )  n T,  
(4.2.3) 
where  
t#r = E~23 - E~56 - E~'26 - E~'53 = Re(d~l  A d~2 A d~3) ,  
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with d~ = Ej* + iEj*+3. Indeed, 
~bv(~(c~)) = [Re(d~" 1A d~" 2 A ff3)][ei~'el A e'~ze2 A et~3e3] 
= Re e i[("~-v)+a2+~3] 
=cos(a  l+  a z+ ~3 - "/ ) = 1. 
Therefore (4.2.3) is proved. The other cases are checked in a similar way. • 
DEFINITION. Let the = e~2a + e~'~6 = e~ A to, where to = e* a + e*. 56, to 
is the Kiihler form on e2356 for the complex structure ie z = e a, ie 5 = e 6. Any 
~b orthogonally equivalent to a nonzero multiple of ~b¢ is called complex. 
LEMMA 4.2.4. Let ~ be a nonsimple element of  ~R 6 of  the fo rm 
= Ixoelz3 + Ixlet56 + Ix2e426 q- Ix3e453 --k Ix4e456 
with Ixo >~ Ixl >I Ix2 ~> IIxal. 
I f  the mass of  ~ is attained on some complex torus 3-form, then T(tx)  = O. 
Proof. Since every complex face is contained in some special Lagrangian 
face (cf. [13, p. 21), ~ admits a special Lagrangian mass decomposition, and 
hence it follows from Theorem 4.1.13 that 
T(IX) >t O. (4.9..4) 
On the other hand, the face G(~b) is a found 2-sphere (cf. [13, p. 21]); 
therefore, for any E1 E S 2 we can find a simple 3-vector ~2 so that ~ = a~l 
+ a'~2 is a mass decomposition for ~. Now, by the torus lemma we can 
choose ~ to be a torus 3-plane and hence ~2 = (1 /a ' ) (~-  a~ 1) is also a 
torus 3-plane. Thus, by the uniqueness of the decomposition of ~ into torus 
3-planes, ~ = aei~e123 + a'e-~'e123; a, a', a, ~ '  are as in Proposition 4.1.5. 
Now, it follows from Lemma 4.1.12 that the coefficients of ~: musL satis~ the 
inequality 
T(IX) 0. (4.2.5) 
The inequalities (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) imply that T(IX) = 0, as claimed. • 
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The following theorem is the main result of this subsection. 
THEOREM 4.2.5. Let ~ be an element of A3R 6 of the form 
= /d, oe l23  + /./, le156 n t- 1.,1,2e426 + /d,3e453 + /,t,4e456 
with tz o >~ tz 1 >~ tz 2 >~ l tZz]. 
(a) I f  T(tz) <~ O, then the mass of ~ is 
:/2 
I1~11 = - -  
4/z° ( D2 + /~o/zl br2/z3) 2 
1 (o  '~ + ~g~)(D '~ + g~o.~)(D'~ + ,~) t  '~2 
--}- 4~,t 0 ( D~'2 q-/,.£o/.£1 ]d,2 ]./,3)2 ] (4.2.6) 
where 
D = ~ /z  0 lt£ 4 -}- V/4/Xo JIL 1 ~2 IrK3 q- /'£0 113"4 , 
1( - + ) 
(b) I f  T(tz) >~ 0, then the mass of ~ is 
I1 ~11-- v/( ,o  + ,~ + ~2 - ~3) 2 + ~.  
REMARK. For later reference, we note that the proof of this theorem will 
reveal that in case (b), ~ is calibrated by the 3-form 
I]J 0 ~- 
(/Zo + P'l + P'2 - /x3) 
V/ (  ~0 + tt t  +/~2 - tz3)  2 + ~4 2
(e~2 ~ + e~56 + e~26 - e4"53 ) 
+ /x4 
V/( Ix0 + ~1 + ~2 - / z3)  2 + it4 2
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Proof. First, if T(/z)  = 0, by adding or subtracting 0 < • </~2 - [/za[ 
from be 3 we may assume T(/z)  > 0 or T(/z)  < 0, respectively. Indeed, 
T(/~) = 0 implies that /z  2 > I/x31; thus there exists • ~ (0,/z 2 - I/z31). More- 
over if we denote by /x ±,  the coefficients of the 3-vectors ~ ±,  in the 
canonical form whose coefficients are /xj for j = 0, 1, 2, 4 and /z 3 + • as 
coefficient of  e453, then we see that 
T(Z , )  = ~ o ~  - (~o~ + gog~ + ~ ~) (~ + •)  
2 2 
k¢o/~4 
PO -]- P l  ''1" ]J'2 - -  ]'/'3 - -  • 
< r (~)  = o 
and 
T( / - /~-e)  = Jt£O J~11"£2 - -  ( ~&O ~/'1 "l- /..gO 1.~2 + ~[./,1 ~d~2)( ~[,l, 3 - -  • )  
2 2 
Po/z4 
/Zo + /xl + /x2 -- g3 + • 
> T(~)  = o. 
Since the mass norm is continuous, the mass of ~ is the limit of  the masses of 
~_+, as •~0.  
(a): I f  T(/z) < 0, then by Theorem 4.1.13, ~ has a doubleton mass 
decomposition. By Propositions 4.1.8 and 4.1.5 this unique mass decomposi- 
tion is given by 
= aeiae123 + a~e-ia'e123, 
where a, a' ,  a,  a '  are as in Proposition 4.1.5, and therefore 
II ~ II = lal + la'l, 
which yields (4.2.6). 
(b): I f  T(~t) > 0, then by Theorem 3.3.2 the mass of ~ is always attained 
on some toms calibration. I f  the toms form on which ~ attains its mass is 
special Lagrangian, then using Lemma 4.2.3 the mass of s ~ is 
,,,,,= sup/ l< i<4xsup< i . 
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453, 
the four one-parameter families of torus special Lagrangian 3-forms of 
Lemma 4.2.3. In the old basis {ej}, we see that 
~ = c(e123 + e,56 + e426 -- e453)* + s(e+5 + -- e,2 + + els 3 + e423)*, 
where s = sin T and c = cos Y. Let 
f (T )  = <s~, qjt> = C(go + g~ + g2 - g3) + s/x4; 
then i f (T )  = 0 if and only if s /c= g+/ (  g0 + g l  + g2 - g3), and hence 
sup<~,+~> = ¢(go  + g l  + ~z - g2)  2 + g~ 
and the maximum is attained on 
~J0 
(go  + #l  + gz - -  g3) 
1//( go + g~ + g2 - g , )  2 +/*4  ~ 
(e*2a + e~'s+ e~z+ - e*sa )
+ ]z4 
¢(go  + tq + g2 - ga)  ~ + g~ 
(e~+ - e'z+ + e~53 + e~'e3 ).
In the same manner, we check that 
sup(+, t#~} = ¢(go  - ~ l  + ~2 + /-L3) 2 + ~2,  
sup< +, #5 = ¢(  ¢o - ¢ ,  - ~+ - ¢+)+ + ¢+,  
~up< ~, ~> = v/(  Uo - ~ ,  - ~ - ~)~ + ~] .  
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The chain of inequalities Ix0 >/Ixl >/Ix2 /> I Ix~l implies that the mass of ~ is 
attained on the calibration ~b 0 and is 
11 ~ll ~- ~/(  IX0 -{- IX' "+- IX2 -- IX3) 2 + IX2 , 
as claimed. 
I f  the torus calibration ~b is a complex 3-form, then it follows from 
Lemma 4.2.4 that T(IX) = 0, a condition excluded by assumption. • 
4.3. Algorithm for Finding Mass Decompositions in A3R 6 
This subsection is devoted to establishing an algorithm for finding mass 
decomposition for 3-vectors in R 6. The test of Theorem 4.1.13 is used for the 
harder case of special Lagrangian 3-vectors. 
THEOREM 4.3.1. Let ~ be a 3-vector in R 6 of the form 
= Ixoe123 + Ix,el56 -4- Ix2e426 -1- Ix3e453 q- Ix4e456 
with Ixo >I t x, >>" Ix2 ~ l ix3[. 
(A) I f  T(Ix) <~ 0, then the decomposition 
~ ae~ae123 q- a~e ta e,23 
of Proposition 4.1.4 is a mass decomposition for ~. 
(B) I f  T(IX) >1 O, then 
~= t,~l + t2~2 + t3~3 
is a mass decomposition for ~, where 
Ixo + IX1 + IX2 -- IX3 
= e45 A -- t e3 
V(  Ix0 + Ix, + Ix2 - 2 + 
+t  
~4 
~/(~0 + ~1 + ~2 - ~3)  2 + ~4 2 
e0) 
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t 1 is the smallest positive constant such that the 3-vector 
7"/ = ~ -- tl ~:l = 0/0e123 + 0/]e156 + 0/2e426 + 0/3e453 "+" 0/4e456 
satisfies T(a) = 0, and t2~ 2 + t3~ 3 is the mass decomposition for rl ob- 
tained from (A). 
REMARK. The positive real number  t 1 is the smallest positive root of  the 
quadratic equation at 2 + bt + c = 0, where 
a = (go /Z]  + /Zo/Z2 + e l /Z2) ( / zo  + /Zl "[- /Z2 -- /Z3) 2 -- /Z2 /Z2 
b-- v/(/Zo +/Z~ +/Z~ -/z~)~ +/Z~ 
X{2(  /Z0/Zl + I£0/£2 -{- /Zl g2) (  /Z0 + /Zl "4- /£2 -- /Z3)/Z3 "4- 2/Z'20 /Z 2 
-- [ /ZO /Zl /Z2 + ( /ZO /Zl + /ZO /Z2 + /Zl /'£2)( /ZO + /Zl + /Z2)] 
I/Z0 -[- /Zl -]- /Z2 -  /Z31}, 
C ~" {( ]'gO -I'- /Zl + /Z2-  /Z3) 2 + /Z2} 
×{(/Zo/Z~ +/Zo/z~ +/Z]/z~ +/Z~/z~)/z~ -/o/z~ -/ZO/Zl/Z~/z~ 
-(/Zo/Z~ +/Zo/z~ +/Zl/Z~)(/Zo +/Zl +/Z=)/Z~ 
+/Z0 /Zl /Z2( /Z0 + /Zl + /Z2)}" 
Proof. (A) follows from l_~mma 4.1.12. 
(B): I f  T(/Z) > 0, then s ¢ is calibrated by ~/'o (of. the remark following 
Theorem 4.2.5). But, since qJO(~l) = 1, we have sol ~ G(qJo). Now, we claim 
that there exists t 1 > 0 such that r /=  ~ - t 1 s~l satisfies 
(1) T(a) = O, 
(2) a 0 1> O/1 ~> 0/2 /> ]0/31, 
(3) ~bo(r/) = Ilnll. 
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Note that aj(t) = /xj for j = 0, 1, 2, and 
,~( t )  = ~,  + 
t (~o+~l  +~2-~3)  
tP~ 4 
~(t )  = u~ - - -  
P 
We may assume that P-4 > 0, sending (e4, es, e~) to ( -e4 ,  -e~, -e6)  if 
necessary. Consider the function f of t given by 
f ( t )  = a , ( t )  a2(t ) aa(t)  
- [~ . ( t )  ~ , ( t )  + ~0( t )  ~( t )  + ~, ( t )  ~( t ) ]  ~( t )  
a'2o(t)a24(t ) 
ao(t ) + a l ( t  ) + o~2(t ) - -  ot3(t) " 
By hypothesis, f (0 )  = T(tL) > 0.  Moreover, for t = t 0 = ( /~o  - ]d,3)p/ 
(/x 0 + tx 1 + /x 2 -- Ix a) (hence, a3 = /x2 and 0 < o~ 4 < [.£4 ), 
f ( to ) = I~o l~ 1~2 - (Izotx, + I~o lZ2 + it, tz2 ) lz 2 
tzo + tx 1 
m < 0 .  
Therefore, there exists tl, 0 < t I < t 0 < p, such that f ( t  1) = 0. Letting otj 
equal aj(tl), we see that the 3-vectors whose coefficients are a satisfies 
condition (1). Moreover, since aa(t) is increasing in t the chain ot / inequali- 
ties, (2) is satisfied. We check (3) as follows. By Theorem 4.2.5, 
tl 1"£4 )2 
+ t~4 -
P 
11711 = V/(~0 + ~ + ~2 - ~:])2 + ~ 
= i ( (~o+ ~ + ~,~- ~) - t,(~o +", + ~= - ~))  2 p  
=p- - t ] .  
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On the other hand, 
~'0( , )  = 
/-to + /~1 + /-t2 -- /z3 
×( ( / z0+/z l+/z2 - - /x3)  - t l ( /x°+/~l+/z2- / za ) )p  
+--  /~4 - -  = P - -  t l ,  p - - t l  p 
as desired. Now, to continue the mass decomposition of ~, we use (A) to 
decompose ~7 into two torus 3-planes. The theorem is proved. • 
EXAMPLE 4.3.2. To illustrate the algorithm of Theorem 4.3.1, we shall 
give a mass decomposition of the following 3-vector: 
= C123 -[- C156 q- e426 - -  C456. 
Since T(/x) = 4 > 0, it follows from Theorem 4.1.13 that s r has a special 
Lagrangian mass decomposition, and we infer from Theorem 4.2.5 that 
attains its mass on the calibration 
+0 = e~23 + e~'56 + e'26 - e~53, 
and that 
ir~rl = q 'o (~: )  = 4 .  
The plane -e453 ~ G(~o). We subtract the smallest positive multiple t of 
-e453 so that s r - t ( -e4s  3)-e123 +el~ 6+e426+(t -  1)e453 is such that 
T (a )  = 0, where otj are the coefficients of ~-  t(-e453). We find that 
4 
t= 3. 
~(-e453). Now, we use Proposition 4.1.4 to decompose the 3-vector sr - 4 
We get the following mass decomposition for ~: 
~= 2 A 2 A 2 
8( e e4  e2e5 e3 
+~ ~- ^ 2 ^ 2 
+ I (  - e4~3)- 
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Note that the expression ~: = e123 + e156 + e4.26- e453 is also a mass 
decomposition for ~, since 1e,231 + le1561 + [e4261 + I - ea531 = 4 = 11~11. 
Therefore, in general the uniqueness of the mass decomposition fails for 
special Lagrangian 3-vectors. 
COROLLARY 4.3.3. Any torus 3-vector in R 6 has a mass decomposition 
in terms of at most three torus 3-planes. 
Proof. Let ~: be a torus 3-vector s ~ ~ T s = ~j3= t(A 1 span{ej, iej}). If 
has a doubleton mass decomposition, then the corollary has already been 
checked in part (b) of Proposition 4.1.8. 
If ~ has a special Lagrangian mass decomposition and lies at the 
boundary of the face, then ~ is a linear combination of two 3-planes: 
We claim that ~ admits a decomposition i terms of two torus 3-planes. 
Indeed, by the torus lemma, there exists a torus 3-plane r h ~ G(~*) such 
that ~*(r h) = I[~:*11". Since H = SO(2) )< SO(2) )< SO(2) leaves T s invari- 
ant, we can find g ~ H so that g(~T1) = e123. Thus, g(~ *) attains its comass 
on e123. By the first-cousin principle (cf. Lemma 4.1.2), g(s c) is in the 
canonical form. Therefore, by part (A) of Theorem 4.3.1, g(~)  and {~ = 
g - l (g (~) )  have mass decompositions in terms of two toms 3-planes. 
If ~: lies inside a special Lagrangian face, then it lies on a line segment 
joining a simple 3-plane ~ to a point on the boundary of the face. To establish 
the claim, it suffices to choose ~" to be a torus 3-plane, whose existence 
follows from the torus lemma. • 
4.4. Description of the Unit Mass Ball in AaR 6 
The following theorem gives a complete description of the boundary OK 
of the unit mass ball. We first need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.4.1. The set of nonsimple 3-vectors ~ OK f~ A3R 6 
which have doubleton mass decompositions (respectively, special Lagrangian 
mass decompositions) i  called the doubleton region (respectively, the special 
Lagrangian region). Every nonsimple 3-vector ~ ~ OK N A3116 is either in 
the doubleton region or in the special Lagrangian region (cf. Proposition 
4.1.7). 
NOTATION 4.4.2. In what follows, it is convenient to denote by F s the 
subset of A3R 6 consisting of all 3-vectors in the canonical form of Theorem 
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4.1.3, i.e., 
F 5 = {~ ~ A3~ 6 : ~ = #0e123 + #1e156 q- #3e453 4- #4e456 
with #0 >~ #~ >~ #2 ~ 1#31}- 
Recall that according to Theorem 4.1.3 any 3-vector ~ in R 6 is SO(6)- 
equivalent to some 3-vector in F 5. 
THEOREM 4.4.3. The boundary of the unit mass ball OK consists of two 
connected, relatively open regions and their common boundary. The first is 
the doubleton region. Its' complement is the special Lagrangian region to- 
gether with the simple 3-vectors. The simple 3-vectors all lie in the common 
boundary. 
Proof. I~t T(Ix) be the test function of Theorem 4.1.13, 
T(#)  = #0#1#2 - (#0#,  + #0#2 + #1 #2)#3 - -  
2 2 
Jd'0 #4 
#0 + #1 + #2-  #3" 
We define the following subsets of OK: 
ax = {~ F5 :ll~ll = land  T (#)  >~ 0}, 
A2 = {~ F 5:11~11 = i and Z(#)  ~ 0), 
Aa = {~ ~ Fs:  I1~11 = 1 and T (#)  = 0}. 
Let F 1, F 2, and F 3 be the SO(6) orbits of A 1, A.2, and A 3, respectively. 
Since the Aj's are closed subsets of OK and SO(6) is compact, the ~'s are 
closed. From Theorem 4.1.13 we infer that OK \ F 1 is the doubleton region, 
OK \ F 2 is the interior of the special Lagrangian region, and F 3 is their 
common boundary. OK \ F 1 and OK \ F e are indeed relatively open. More- 
over, the complement F1 of the doubleton region consists of the special 
Lagrangian region together with the simple 3-vectors. We claim that the 
common boundary F3 contains all simple 3-vectors. Indeed, Proposition 4.1.4 
implies that if ~: ~ F 5 and is simple, then T (#)  = 0 and thus ~: ~ A3; the 
claim follows. 
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Now, we propose to show that the doub leton region and the special 
Lagrangian region are connected.  Since SO(6) is a connected  group, it 
suffices to prove that in F 5 A OK, the subset {~ ~ F 5 N OK : T ( / z )  < 0} and 
{ ~: ~ F 5 (3 OK : T ( / z )  > 0} are connected.  
Let  ~ = P, oe]23 + /Zleh56 q- jl/,2e426 q- jtJ,3e453 --t- /d,4e456 E F '5 fh OK. As- 
sume first that  T ( / z )  < 0. We shall construct  a cont inuous path which joins ~: 
to the fixed 3-vector 
e12 3 4- e156 ~ e426 q- e453 q- e456 
= Ile123 + e1~6 + e426 + e453 + e45611 " 
Assume, for simplicity, /x 4 > 0, and def ine the curves 
+ te453 
"/~(t) 
II ~ + te453[[' 
0 <~ t <~ IX,z - -  IX3, 
"/~(t) = 
"/1( #2 - /za) + t(e426 + e453) 
I1~/1(/zz -- /x3) + t(e4z 6 + e453)1[ ' 
0 ~<t ~< /z l -  /x 2, 
• /40  = 
%2( P'I -- /z2) + t(el56 + e426 + e453) 
[I'Y2(/xl -- /z2) + t(e156 + e426 + e453)11 ' 
0 ~<t ~< /x o -  /x 1, 
"/ ,(t)  = 
"/3( /Zo -- /z l )  + te456 
LI"/3( ~o - ~1)  + e45611' 
0 ~<t ~< P~o-- P-4, 
"/3(/d'0 - /3"1) + t(er23 + e156 + e426 -b e453) 
11"/3( tXo - IX1) + t(e12z + e156 + e426 + e453)11 ' 
0 ~<t ~< /z 4 -  /z o, 
i f  /z 0 >t /z 4, 
i f  /z 0 ~< /z 4. 
To check that -/1 lie in the doub leton region, we first observe that it is c lear 
that II-/l(t)LI = 1. Moreover ,  the funct ion T ( / z )  is decreas ing in /z 3 because 
0T ~0~ 
o~3 ( ~o u l  + ~o ~2 + ~ u2)  - ( Uo + u l  + u2 - m)  2 < o; 
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hence for any a = (Ix0,/xl,/z2, Ix3 + t, Ix4), /x3 ~< t ~< tz 2 - IX3, we have 
that T(a)  is negative. To see that yz,  Y3, Y4, and Y5 lie in the doubleton 
region we just notice that if Ix3 = Ix.z then T(IX) < 0. 
Now, assume that T(IX) > 0. We shall construct a continuous path which 
joins s c to the 3-vector 
= 
el23 -~- el56 -+- e426 -- e453 
11e1~3 + e156 + e426 - -  e45311 " 
Define the curves 
sc -- re456 
i l l ( t )  = I1~ -- te4561}' 0 <~ t <~ tz4. 
Note that ~: - te456 4 = 0;  otherwise  ~: would be a multiple of ee5 6 and hence 
a simple 3-vector. Then 
~1(IX4) -- te453 
~(  t )  = II ~( ~) - tendril' 0 ~< t ~< IX2 + IX3, 
f12( IX2 + IX3) + te153 
f l3 ( t )  = II fie( IX2 + IX3) + te,2311' 0 ~< t ~< 1 - /~0,  
/33(1 - Ixo) + te156 
/3a(t) = II ¢~3(1 - Ixo) + te~5~ll' 0 < t <~ 1 - IX1, 
fl4(1 - Ix,) + t(e4e6 - e453) 
f l s ( t )  = 11/34(1 - Ix,) + te426 - e45311' 0 <~ t <~ 1- -  IX2. 
The paths flj join ~: to ~'. Moreover, it is clear that f l j ( t)  lie in F 5, and by the 
test of Theorem 4.1.13, all the f l j ( t)  lie in the special Lagrangian region. For 
instance, to show that 131(t) lies in the special Lagrangian region, we note 
that the test function T(IX) is decreasing in be 4, and hence, sending Ix4 to 0, 
we maintain T(IX) > 0. The other cases are checked in a similar way. • 
Figure 1 pictures a cross section of  the unit mass ball in the span of 
{sc~ K (3 A3Rt:  ~ = 1 1 ~C123 q'- IXlC156 q- ~£2e426 + Ix3e453 -Jr ~e456}. 
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~q 
I.t2 
Z 
I.q 
FIG. 1. 
The shaded area represents the connected component of the 3-vectors which 
have doubleton mass decompositions; its complement represents the region 
of 3-vectors which have special Lagrangian mass decomposition together with 
simple 3-vectors (cf. Theorem 4.4.3). Although this cross section has three 
different components of special Lagrangian 3-vectors, they are SO(6)-equiv- 
alent (by simply changing the signs of two of the three vectors e 4, e 5, %) and 
hence connected in the whole space A3R ~. 
This paper represents part of the author's doctoral dissertation, completed 
at MIT under the direction of Professor Frank Morgan. I would like to express 
my thanks to Professor Morgan for his advice and encouragement. 
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